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Abstract. It is argued that nitrogenase originated
monophyletically in obligate anaerobes similar to Clostridia. 
The enzyme System was later inherited, without much change, by 
photosynthetic bacteria, by prokaryotic plants (blue-greens) 
and by aerobic bacteria. The hydrogenase function of the enzyme 
complex preceded the nitrogenase function, and was useful in 
hydrogen fermentations. The consumption of ATP served to assure 
disposal of electrons in the form of hydrogen gas. The present 
need of the enzyme System, whether acting as a hydrogenase or 
as a nitrogenase, for ATP may be a relic from the period when 
the biosphere was still reducing.

At present about 140 million tons of N£ per year are fixed 
by organisms, some three times more than is fixed in industry by 
means of the Haber-Bosch process (1). In a steady-state 
biosphere, as existing before the advent of industrial
civilization, N2 fixation made up for the loss of N2
into the atmosphere. Practically all organic nitrogen
compounds in biomass, either on this level or (bases in nucleic 
acids) on a higher level, are synthesized enzymatically from 
nitrogen on the NH3 level. Thus for simplicity we shall speak 
of the need for NH3 only.

Loss of NH3 may occur abiotically, mostly through fire; N2 
is the main product. Biotically, nitrificants oxidize NH3 to 
nitrate with gain of ATP. The product is thereafter reduced by 
denitrificants to N2,again with gain of ATP. So with inclusion 
of N2 fixation nitrogen is, in organisms, subject to a 
triangulär process. In the last analysis, the driving power of
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this metabolic wheel is provided by the Sun. With a biotic 
fixation rate as given the mean turnover time of N2 is estimated 
at 40 million years.

Life began with a supply of NH3 in the atmosphere and 
hydrosphere. NH 3 was easily decomposed, notably by UV light, but 
in the early, reducing, conditions it was reformed, and 
therefore was present in a more or less stationary concentration 
(2). However, there were two factors that gradually tended to 
make the supply of NH 3 to the organisms precarious. First, 
biomass and its need for bound nitrogen expanded, and, secondly, 
the biosphere turned redoxneutral. At the neutral stage the 
atmosphere consisted largely of N2, CO2 and H2O. In these 
conditions abiotic reformation of NH3 through the action of 
reductants on N2 was ended.

Biotic N2 fixation now became a necessity for the 
organisms. The enzyme System, nitrogenase, is now found in all 
major bioenergetic groups of prokaryotes, namely in anaerobic 
chemoorganotrophs, i.e. obligate fermenters, in photo
synthesizers and in aerobic chemoorganotrophs and -lithotrophs,
i.e. obligate respirers. (Curiously, in eukaryotes nitrogenase 
has not been observed.) In all these organisms, the nitrogenase 
Systems are much alike. In particular, they always include one 
kind of protein that contains Mo and Fe, and another kind that 
contains Fe only. The two components, when extracted from 
different species, often are functional after cross-re- 
combination; as a rule, the activity is best with components 
from closely related species. All nitrogenase Systems also have 
in common the need for ATP. In view of this great similarity the 
monophyletic origin of all nitrogenases cannot be doubted.

Two ideas have been put forward to account for the wide 
occurrence of nitrogenase among the prokaryotes. Postgate (3) 
suggested that nitrogenase appeared rather late in one, unknown, 
bacterial group and was subsequently taken over by other groups 
by gene transfer. However, it is doubtful whether a large and 
complicated gene System could really be transferred between 
prokaryotes as widely different as e.g. blue-green algae and 
clostridia. Moreover, this idea does not explain well why 
nitrogenase carries the birthmarks of an origin in reducing 
conditions. Nitrogenase is always strikingly sensitive to 03.
In aerobic species, e.g. Azotobacter or the filamentous 
blue-greens, rather elaborate devices are needed to protect the 
enzyme System (see e.g.4). Thus if nitrogenase appeared first 
in aerobes one would have to make the additional assumption 
that a protection mechanism arose at the same time. This is 
unlikely. On the other hand, if one postulates an origin of 
nitrogenase in anaerobes (5) the assumption of gene transfer 
is unnessary.
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According to the latter hypothesis nitrogenase appeared in 
obligate fermenters, presumably not unlike clostridia, and was 
inherited subsequently first by photosynthetic bacteria, later 
by blue-greens, i.e. in respect to bioenergetics the first 
plants, and finally, in the oxidizing biosphere, by
facultative and obligate respirers among the bacteria. The 
obligate respirers also include the aerobes that oxidize 
inorganic rather than organic Substrates, i.e. the aerobic 
chemolithotrophs, notably the thiobacilli, the white sulfur 
bacteria (6). In inheritance, the nitrogenase System suffered 
only minor changes, and the need for ATP was also maintained.

NH3 formation is exergonic both in the conditions of 
industry

N2 + 3H2 = 2NH3’ AG0 = -29kJ’ 

which in aqueous Systems corresponds to

N„ + 3EL + 2H+ = 2NH+ ; AG' = -79kJ 
2 2 4 ’ 0

and in the conditions of the cell. These can be formally 
represented, with carbohydrate as source of reductant, by

N„+ 0.25 C,H,„0,+ 1.5 H„0 + 2H+ = 1.5 C0„+2NhT; AG' = -154kJ 
2 6126 2 240

Thus it surprises that for N2 fixation supply of free energy 
carried by ATP should be necessary at all (5). But precisely 
this need for ATP gives a clue to the prehistory of nitrogenase.

All nitrogenase also acts as a hydrogenase, while the 
reverse Statement would not be true. From a practical point of 
view the hydrogenase activity is an important source of loss 
not only of electrons, but also of ATP. In contemporary 
conditions, no utility of the H2 production is apparent. Such 
utility may, however, have existed in the early, reducing, 
biosphere. The hypothesis is then that in the enzyme System 
the nitrogenase function evolved from the original hydrogenase 
function. This could lead to an explanation how the complicated 
structure of the present nitrogenase could gradually develop 
without at first doing any Service in fixation.

The task of the hydrogenase in early fermenters 
presumably consisted in the disposal of electrons. When electron 
accepting organic molecules were in short supply fermenters 
could in many cases build them up themselves, often at the 
expense of ATP. But from the energy point of view it is cheaper 
to transfer the electrons to the freely available hydrogen ions. 
Of course, the potential (the "pressure") of the electrons must
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be sufficient for the purpose. Presumably expenditure of ATP 
was needed to raise the electrons to the required (negative) 
potential. It is significant that the hydrogenase function of 
Contemporary nitrogenase is irreversible and therefore cannot 
be used for the utilization of H2. This points to the role in 
electron disposal. In the recent nitrogenase the ATP is 
similarly used to activate one of the proteins, the Fe protein, 
as a reductant.

Thus the hydrogenase function and the need for ATP therein 
are relics from the period when the biosphere was still reducing 
Later, when the hydrogenase function was not needed any more, it 
was clearly not possible to suppress it, or to get rid of the 
need for ATP. The organisms have to acknowledge the origin of 
the existing nitrogenase from the particular hydrogenase in 
terms of ATP. Creation of a different kind of nitrogenase, not 
requiring ATP, is not excluded by thermodynamics, but
presumably it was too difficult mechanistically as there was no 
function for the System during development.

The nitrogenase System is very complicated. Some 17 genes, 
in at least 5 operons, may be involved. It has been pointed out 
before (2) that the development of such an elaborate System on 
the early Earth must have taken a long time. During all that 
time reducing conditions persisted, i.e. the transition to 
redoxneutrality cannot, contrary to a widely held view, have 
been quick.
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